
The MBF1 is a universal 
compact forming machine

The MBF1 Single Lane Machine compliments our 
comprehensive range of forming machines.

Developed using industry knowledge and experience the 
versatile MBF1 is designed for small to medium sized 
processors for the production of quality Balls, Burgers, 
Croquettes and uniform shaped products.

This compact (mobile) machine incorporates an out-feed 
conveyor with integral separating unit and is suitable for  
production of artisan type products with a ‘handmade’ 
appearance such as Beefburgers, making this the obvious 
choice for discerning manufacturers.

Verbufa Mbf1 Single lane 
forMing Machine

DeSigneD to work excluSiVely 
with a hanDtMann Vf VacuuM 
filling Machine 
The MBF-1 will connect directly to the outlet of a Handtmann 
vacuum filling machine and is fully integrated to optimise on high 
precision weight control and portioning accuracy.

Using “touch screen” technology the VF/MBF1 machines combine 
to deliver a system for versatile and efficient production for a 
comprehensive range of formed quality products suitable for 
most levels of production.

a DeMonStration can eaSily 
be arrangeD
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❒  Single Lane Forming machine for small to medium sized processors;

❒  Compact design; 

❒  Multi-functional forming machine for Ball, Cylindrical and uniform shapes;

❒  Integrated forming and conveyor system for gentle product handling and 

       “artisan” type production;

❒  Direct connectivity to handtmann VF Filling machine for quality product and accurate 

       weight control;

❒  Touch screen operating technology.

❒  Maximum Cutting width 85 mm;

❒  Product diameter between 20-85 mm;

❒  Up to 400 portions per minute, subject to product; 

❒  Touch Screen technology with 100 programme memory;

❒  Servo Drive Technology;

❒  Fully integrated with Handtmann VF operating system;

❒  Mobile unit with lockable castors; 

❒  Conveyor width 150 mm;

❒  Outlet height conveyor 975 mm; 

❒  Machine Dimensions L x W x H: 1496 x 723 x 1551 mm;

❒  Weight 300 kg;

❒  Electrical 400V,  50Hz.

Main advantages

technical data


